
CreditLens™ Monitor

Superior loan monitoring through a combination of your bank’s data, 
Moody’s Analytics actionable insights, and AI-enabled automation. 
CreditLens Monitor is a solution built for data-powered decision making that helps you 
understand behaviors, measure performance, and gain a dynamic risk assessment view of 
your loan portfolio.

Lenders spend 54%* of their time on portfolio monitoring and audits. Continuously 
extracting and analyzing information to understand your loan portfolio can be a manual and 
tiresome task leaving you little to no time to action on your findings. CreditLens Monitor 
helps you better understand your data and enhances it with layers of Moody’s Analytics 
robust proprietary data. The solution delivers AI-enabled automated alerts on emerging risk 
and potential opportunity so you can focus on critical action and strategic planning.

Laying the groundwork for effective loan monitoring

Data and Systems Unification 
Work more effectively with unified data, flexible reporting, and easy-access views across the 
deal lifecycle.

*Based on a Loan Monitoring Study of US Banks by Moody's. 
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Integrated Workflow 
Work better together with a seamless interchange of information across teams supporting 
user interoperability with integrated data and analytics.

Resource Management 
Identify bottlenecks by predicting and planning for workload peaks. Unlock your team’s 
capacity by automating tedious tasks.

Machine Learning and Big Data 
Leverage machine learning and big data techniques to highlight abnormality in data patterns 
and obligor behaviors, signal significant risks and opportunities, and provide actionable 
recommendations.

Loan Performance and Credit Quality Analytics 
Confidently monitor and easily share crucial analytics with the power of data visualization.

Smart Work Queue 
Focus on strategic growth and initiatives while staying informed with automatic alerts to 
increased risk or new opportunities powered by AI and machine learning.

Warning Signals 
Quickly identify and action on changing trends in loan performance and profitability.

What-if Analysis 
Protect the strengths and plan for the weakness in your credit portfolio through projections 
of macroeconomic trends.

Peer Benchmarking 
Understand how your portfolio measures up with our exclusive peer benchmarking database.

http://moodysanalytics.com/ProductRequest
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